Handout for A PRE-GE14 ROUNDTABLE:
DEFENDING YOUR MANIFESTO
Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Michael Yeoh

Chief Executive Officer, ASLI

Vote for Peace, Unity and Stability – The upcoming GE14 provides an opportunity for Malaysians to
exercise their democratic rights to elect the Government of their choice. I hope that Malaysian voters
will fully exercise their democratic right to vote and, in campaigning for the GE, I hope peace, unity and
stability will be maintained above all.
In making our decision, Malaysians need to evaluate the manifestos of the contending parties in order
to understand what they stand for and what they hope to accomplish if they are elected. It is important
for voters to study and evaluate the pledges and promises of the various parties and to evaluate
whether they can achieve what they have promised. Promises need to be costed and should be
measured against performance and results.
Other than the manifestos, voters should also take a look at the candidates and their track record.

Caroline Cheong

Senior Director, CPPS

#FakeNewsAct2018 - Since GE12 in 2008, social media has played a major role in GE campaigns as
a way for parties to reach out to voters and distribute election material like the manifesto. How will the
recently gazetted Anti-Fake News Act 2018 impact the political campaigns of parties on both sides of
the political divide in GE14?

Voon Zhen Yi

Manager, Research & Programme, CPPS

Focus on Malaysia, Not the Votes - Come elections, the various party manifestos bring a familiar
extravagance and fancy promises that excite the rakyat. However, all parties must be realistic with
what they promise as cash is limited. There is only so little that we can invest and spend, hence the
need to be strategic – not for votes, but for solid plans for a better Malaysia. While giving promises, let
us not give away our future.
Promises aside, going back to basics to lay a strong foundation should be the core of any manifesto.
There is no need to create something new when the old gaps have not been realised.

Melissa Wong

Senior Policy Analyst, CPPS

#PromisesPromises - Manifestos should be coherent, well thought out and able to address
problematic issues sustainably. We need to start asking how many of the manifesto promises will be
actualised? How will they be implemented? How much will the government have to spend to make
these promises happen? Could parties spend more time answering these questions than taking cheap
pot-shots at each other?

Tan Sri Ramon Navaratnam

Director, ASLI / Chairman, CPPS

Be Clear, Comprehensive and Concrete - The manifesto of any political party should contain the
3Cs and be clear, comprehensive and concrete. But I personally find it difficult to fully defend the BN
or PH manifestos, as they do not adequately meet the 3Cs criteria.
Both manifestos offer more of the same old policies. They don’t clearly show any “significant
ideological differences, in their socio economic, diplomatic and political policies”. Neither do they
adequately address vital national issues, like the phasing out of the NEP, the phasing in of the New
Economic Model. Nothing much is mentioned about fighting racial polarisation, combatting corruption
or improving and strengthening our national institutions and fundamental freedoms for a more liberal
democracy. How will the widening income disparities be reduced and by what targets? To what extent
will the manifestos promote the UN, human rights and the SDGs? What about improving the quality of
life and standards of living for the poor and lower income groups?

Lau Zheng Zhou

Director, Research and Business Development, CPPS

Did You Just Promise Me A Rose Garden? - The competition of ideas between political parties is a
significant step forward for a healthy and accountable democracy. However, there is always a risk of
politicians seeking to outdo each other at the expense of the long-term interest of the society. The
roundtable is a good platform for competing parties to address this concern and highlight the
sustainability and practicality of their own manifesto.

Jarren Tam

Senior Policy Analyst, CPPS

#AlternativeChoices - The participation of PAS with the Gabungan Sejahtera coalition and PSM
present the people with an alternative choice. It would be interesting to observe the impact of a third
party on the electoral field when several questionable issues surround the two prominent parties. PAS
and PSM’s recent popularity may reflect a change in the people’s ambitions for the nation.

Mizan Mazlan

Business & Policy Analyst, CPPS
Malaysia Down the Road… - Malaysians need to take a careful look at party manifestos before
making their final decision. BN and PH have two visions for Malaysia; one is development-centric
while the other focuses on reform. As the winning manifesto will determine the course of Malaysia,
Malaysians should look beyond the ‘goodies’ offered and focus more on the bigger picture.
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Helping Malaysians to rent and own
their own homes
3 million new jobs

Abolish the Goods and Services Tax
(GST) and reduce cost of living

Modern and efficient transportation

Stabilise petrol price and introduce
targeted petrol subsidies

Digital economy to contribute 25%
GDP by 2023

Eliminate unnecessary debts forced
on FELDA settlers

More Malaysia-made products

Introduce the Employees Provident Fund
(EPF) scheme for housewives

Better BR1M
Rakyat’s Economy

Equalise and increase minimum wage
nationally

A fair distribution of wealth

Free university education for all

A decent living wage for all
workers

Ease the burden of PTPTN loan
borrowers and remove blacklisting

Transformation into a green and
high tech economy.

More ‘smiles’ and better development
for Sabah and Sarawak

Investigate and reform 1MDB, FELDA,
MARA and Tabung Haji

High quality housing for all

Peaceful 1Negaraku

Restore Sabah and Sarawak's
autonomous rights

Education for the future
Healthy living

National Transformation 2050 (TN50)
A universal childcare policy

Mothers and women first

Create a pension fund for all

Introduce 'Skim Peduli Sihat’ for B40
Review all mega projects awarded to
foreign countries
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